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6036 231 4.94 1.79 32 1/4 9 3/4 31 7.17 4.53 113" N/A

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

QB
DOB (Age)

12-11-93 (24)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Sprangers, Mason

TEAM

Indianapolis Colts16-3rd-NE
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

North Carolina State (NCST)

Prospect (Last, First)

Brissett, Jacoby

2017: at SEA 10/1, at TEN 10/16, vs. JAX 10/22, vs. PIT 11/12, at BUF 12/10

6
Winning %

32%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Sacked league high 52 times in 2017. Completed 276 of 469 passes (58.8%) for 3098 

yards, 13 TD's and 7 INT's in 2017.

2nd year QB who has started 17 of 19 career games, including all 16 games with no impactful injuries in 2017.

Spent nearly all of Training Camp with the New England Patriots before being moved to Indianapolis, was

required to pick up the entire playbook quickly. 1st year in Indianapolis under OC Rob Chudzinski where he

took snaps from Under and in Shotgun with a primarily OZ run scheme that required him to make both full and

½ field reads, read the field from low to high and tasked with making on time throws in the short and

intermediate areas of the field on 3/5/7 step drops with an occasional deep throw using PA and occasionally

working in read-option concepts in both run and pass situations. Good height and weight with solid hand size

that displays good AA with a good combination of acceleration, COD, explosiveness and quickness. Mental

processing pre-snap is solid, OC calls the protection, but he is responsible for getting skill players aligned

properly to put offense in best situation by recognizing favorable box counts and where he needs extra

protection. Footwork on drops is solid and it allows him to get set-up quickly, effectively use hitch steps to

create time for the receivers and demonstrates ability to get both feet set and his shoulders pointed at the

target. Mental processing post-snap is solid, analyzes field effectively as he works through his progressions and

displays solid decision making as he will throw it to the open guy, will happily take his check-down option or

throw the ball away if nothing is available to him. Arm strength is good, throws the ball with power while

displaying solid torque through his core as he releases the football, can drive the ball on throws of 20+ yards

and is capable of making throws on out routes and corner routes from the opposite hash mark with the ability

to drive ball into the honey hole against Cover 2, has shown the ability to throw the ball 60 yards downfield.

Accuracy is solid, displays best accuracy to his stationary receivers when they find holes in Zone coverage and

does a good job placing balls on intermediate out-breaking routes and on throws down the seam. Poise is solid,

uses solid feet and agility to navigate from inside the pocket and shows good physical toughness to stand in and

take a hit to make a throw, knows when to throw the ball away and doesn’t try to force it downfield. Extend

play ability is good, can navigate from within the pocket by climbing or sliding to increase the amount of time he

has to get rid of the ball, good extending outside the pocket as he has the ability to tuck and run and make

defenders miss in the open field. Competitive toughness is adequate, doesn’t look to be a leader vocally, has not

shown up in critical situations as he will often throw or slide short of the line to gain on 3rd down. Displays

adequate ability to anticipate blitzes, particularly from the CB position off the edge as that delayed pressure has

led to many of the sacks he takes. Mental processing under pressure is adequate, takes his eyes off open

receivers downfield and tries to create for himself which limits big play opportunities. Anticipation is adequate,

often waits until the receiver is open and coming out of break to make the throws which leads to late delivery

and the ability for the defender to make a play on the ball. Accuracy on swing and arrow routes is adequate,

consistently misses high or behind the intended receiver due to adjusting trajectory of the ball to avoid the ball

getting knocked down at the LOS. Deep ball accuracy is adequate, misses deep and outside consistently as he

fails to put enough air under the ball to let the receiver run under it. Accuracy issues have led to putting his

receivers in a vulnerable position and limiting YAC opportunities. Touch is adequate, tries to use his arm to

drive all the throws which limits his ability to make throws over underneath coverage. Overall, he is a solid

backup you can win with who is best suited for an offense incorporating 3/5/7 step drops from Under and Gun

that requires him to make half field reads and make throws attacking the short and intermediate and a steady

dose of play action to attack the field vertically. Can win with his arm strength, extend play ability from in and

outside the pocket and ability to make smart decisions with the ball. Needs to improve deep ball accuracy,

mental toughness and anticipation. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

19
Games Started

17
Games Won

Deep Ball Accuracy, Accuracy on Swing/Arrow Routes, Anticipation, Touch

PROJECTION Solid backup who is best suited for an offense incorporating 3/5/7 step drops that requires 

him to make half field reads and make throws attacking the short and intermediate areas of 

the field with a steady dose of play action to attack the field vertically. Can win with his arm 

strength, extend play ability and ability to take care of the ball. Needs to improve deep ball 

accuracy, mental toughness and anticipation.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST AA, Arm Strength, Extend Plays

WORST

QB

Best suited for an offense that incorporates 3/5/7 step drops that requires him to make 

half field reads and make throws attacking short and intermediately with a steady dose of 

PA to attack the field vertically.

2017: No Injuries 2016: Torn Ligament in Rt Thumb (IR Week 5-Super Bowl)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


